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About This Game

The game unfolds in a place long forgotten by people. Your plane craches and alone among winter mountains, cold and
darkness. Your task is to get out of this accursed place at all costs, but it will not be easy. From there more no one came back,
everyone froze in the ice, died of hunger or they were overtaken by creatures that live in these places. Search food, water and

warm places to not freeze and not die. In the game there are three indicators - thirst, hunger and cold, if one from the indicators
will be at zero, then you are waiting for death, watch them so as not to perish. Look for sheets with tips left by people who were

there before. There are two ways to get out of this cold prison, find one of them and overcome all obstacles standing in your
way. Also in the game there are several puzzles that you have to decide in order to survive. In this game, there are several

modes: 1) Escape mode, you need to get out of the area to which you will get, using hints scattered through out all locations in
the forest.

2) Survival mode, it will be added to the game a little later together with the cooperative mode of the game so you can play with
your friends and pass all levels together. In the mode of survival, you must last as long as possible in severe winter conditions:

create shelters, look for food and water, create new equipment that allows you to stay longer сold and much more.
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Title: The Frost
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Tephra Company
Publisher:
Tephra
Release Date: 15 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7,8,10

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

Sound Card: Sound Card

English
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This is an awesome game. Has a bit of a learning curve but becomes really fun once you "get it" (I do recommend changing the
controls, though. You normally control your throttle with the arrow keys, which aren't that conveniently placed near the mouse
(that is, if you're right-handed). I remapped them to WASD). Nice graphics, fantastic multiplayer... Also a great time waster..
great game almost better than terraria. Is there anything better than Alexander the Great?
A total war expansion based on his campaigns!. I think the game was drawn in paint. This isn't necessarily bad but the menu
definitely does not look unified.
The gameplay would be fun if the controls were a little better.
You can fire in 8 directions and you have to maneuver your character side to side.
You can't change the direction you are firing while you are firing, so good luck responding to new incoming enemies.
I feel like the game could be really fun. However, the more I think about it, the more things I come up with that I did not enjoy.
The characters are interchangeable and in a game like this, you would expect weapon upgrades to drop.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/IE4IHKsN03Q. 4\/10
Promising game. Very frustrating. 1st playthrough a vital piece of a puzzle dropped through the floor. Unable to continue.
Restart. Second playthrough, dropped another vital piece of a puzzle which I could see on the floor, but couldn't pick up because
it was below the floor parameters Steam had set for VR. Restart. Third playthrough. Must keep this vital thing, brought it up to
my face to look closely at it, and it pinged off god knows where. There will be no fourth playthrough.
This game is broken, and life is too short for this kind of nonsense. Avoid.. thought game was arrow keys and faced repeating
intro music for 2 min. then learned to click to shoot. Faced giant moustache hitler while drunk on vodka. then didn't realize
you're not supposed to get rich. 10/10. Takes forever to load, doesn't remember your language and won't skip the story no matter
how many times you've seen it. It's way to hard on the first level that I think I just wasted ten bucks.. My first dlc, use to regular
on all lines, I use to ride on them as a kid, so I have soft spot for them,,,

Good value for money... If you own a line with a lot of station's on, they're really good fun in QD.
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This game freaks me out, one of the few Vive games where I freaked out. Game needs more content and Visualization though..
This "mod" is freaking awesome, faithfully recreates the trench warfare experience, be prepared for long, hard fights, one
match took like 2 hours on a large map i was playing 3v3
Note this breaks other mods apparnetly but if you dont have any mods then play this game, its also a very quick download, less
than 500mb,
if you loved the hard fought battles in coh1 then what the hell are you waiting for.

HELP for anyone figured out how do you get all guys in the trench and how do the ladders work?. Tic-Toc-Tower is a hectic
platformer with tight controls and a fast working game design team. I have been following this game since before greenlight and
it has grown into a cool little time waster.

The subtle extra challange of getting the clock (and coins) on the easier levels to help on the harder levels keeps the easy levels
challenging even for veteran players.

And the multiplayer is just mayhem.. I've enjoyed the Air Conflict series since the first game was released, so don't get me
wrong here. I enjoy the Vietnam addition, however there are some issues that take away from enjoying this title compared to it's
predecessors. I'll keep this short and simple. There are some of the most iconic planes and helicopters in the post WWII era, and
they have managed to do a good job in the graphic and loadout department. The size of the conflict zones is sometimes so small,
that you find yourself constantly having to manuever your aircraft to avoid going, "out of bounds", as it were. This drastically
lowers the possible enjoyment of many campaign scenarios, which I find frustrating. I haven't tried the multiplayer so I can't
speak for that part, as of yet, but unfortunately I find myself on the edge of a question. Would I recommend this game to a
friend? Sadly, the answer is no but, once again, I'm on the fence here. Whereas I find many aspects of the gameplay
questionable another person may love it. So, who am I to say, "don't purchase this game". Well, so much for short and simple.
Also, I can't quite place my finger on it, but there's just something missing in this Vietnam release.. Sucks. I have tried to play
this game on 4 different computers and wont play. don't wast your money.. So the trailer looked good.

Screenshots looked good.

I decided to do a lets play for my channel using this, I made it a one-shot as I couldn't bear to keep playing it's that terrible.

WORST ****ING IDEA EVER!

Cons.

WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY to dark. Darkness is only scary if used correctly that doesnt mean make the whole damn game
dark!

Way too overpriced for what it actually delivers, I've seen cheaper games then this that are better for a good horror scare.

Jumpscares were many and also they were all garbage. Imagine a rpgmaker horror game jumpscare you know whaere a image
pops up. expand that to a 3d game (still keeping the 2d image) and there you go.

Devs clearly dont care about the community! I've seen many gamers complain about bugs and get the same automated response.
So the public greenlit them just to be ripped off!

So that's my review.

DO NOT BUY THIS GAME.
If you want good games that deliver real scares there are probably tons of free indies better than this trash.
Avoid at all cost or you will be added to the long list of annoyed customers.. The game starts out pretty slow for the first couple
hours (which is fine, it was developing the story) and then picks up quite a bit probably about halfway
through.\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665gets crazy. There were definitely some creepy moments and it keeps you
thinking the whole time trying to figure out what exactly the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 is going on. The issue is that even by
the end, I was only able to piece together parts of what was going on. Even watching an explained video didn't really explain it.
So it was unsatisfying in that sense. We also had two crashes during what seemed to be the worst times possible setting us back
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pretty far which easily added an extra hour onto the playthrough. Fun experience, but nothing overly exciting. ( Playthrough: 
https:\/\/www.twitch.tv\/videos\/433683999 ). One of those tedious mobile-ports where once you've played for ten seconds
you've seen everything you're ever going to see in the game.. Dead, yet dreaming. Cthulhu wait in his palace in R'lyeh.
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